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column 
one ACGFA to trim $74,000 off budget requests 
Weekend ice show 
to feature Hamilton 
Bowling Green native Scott 
Hamilton, member of the 
United States World Figure 
Skating team and fifth-place 
winner in the Men's Figure 
Skating at the I960 Winter 
Olympics, is the featured per- 
former of the "International 
Stars On Ice" show at the 
University Ice Arena this 
weekend. 
Besides Hamilton, other 
Olympic skaters from the 
United States and Canada, both 
pairs and singles, are scheduled 
to participate in the two perfor- 
mances Friday and Saturday at 
8 p.m. 
Tickets for the event, spon- 
sored by the Bowling Green 
Figure Skating Club and the 
University, still are available at 
the box office, Memorial Hall, 
and are $4 with all seating 
reserved. 
Proceeds from the shows will 
benefit the American Cancer 
Society. 
Muskie to 'dance' 
with Soviet Union 
VIENNA, Austria (AP) - 
Secretary of State Edmund S. 
Muskie predicted yesterday 
that the first high-level 
U.S.-Soviet talks since the 
Soviet intervention in 
Afghanistan will be a 
"diplomatic minuet" without 
any real achievement. 
Muskie based his forecast on 
the continuing Soviet occupa- 
tion of Afghanistan despite 
American warnings that the in- 
tervention imperils arms con- 
trol agreements and other 
aspects of detente. 
He and other U.S. officials 
discounted a new peace pro- 
posal by the Soviet-supported 
Afghan government which men- 
tioned, for the first time, condi- 
tions for withdrawal of Soviet 
troops. 
Muskie, here for the 25th an- 
niversary celebrations of 
Austria's independence and 
neutrality, meets Friday with 
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei 
A. Gromyko. The two countries 
have had no top-level meetings 
for about eight months. 
inside 
NEWS-Counselors offer 
career advising through the 
Learning Line. Page 3. 
elsewhere 
DUSSELDORF, WEST 
GERMANY-The West German 
Olympic Committee votes not 
to send a team to the Summer 
Olympics in Moscow. Page S. 
wpat.her 
Cloudy. High 66 F (19 C), low 
43 F (6 C), 10 percent chance of 
precipitation. 
by Kevin Settlage 
staff reporter 
After a week to pour over 29 budget 
requests, the Advisory Committee on 
General Fee Allocations will meet 
tomorrow to slice $74,195 from the 
total amount requested by student 
organizations. 
The student activities and organiza- 
tions portion of the general fee budget 
has been increased by $20,000 to 
$220,000 for next year. Groups are ask- 
ing for a total of $294,195. 
Duplication of services was the 
dominant concern expressed by most 
ACGFA members, saying that the 
funding for similar organizations 
would be looked at closely. 
Dr.   Robert   A.   Holmes,   faculty 
member of ACGFA, said there is a lot 
of duplication of programs among 
racial and ethnic groups. 
Holmes suggested that the groups 
be asked to work together on pro- 
grams rather than condense the 
number of groups. 
BUT HOLMES said he sees it as 
more of a general problem: "The 
races (at the University) are too 
segregated, too much—and its caused 
by the groups themselves," he said. 
John D. Giedlinski, graduate 
ACGFA member, said that a major 
concern of his is funding minority 
groups. 
"I have a hard time justifying a 
120-percent increase for the Latin Stu- 
dent Union," Giedlinski said. "There 
are whole lots of money designated for 
in-group type entertainment and the 
appeal is limited to inside the group." 
Giedlinski refuted the idea that 
minority groups need to be funded 
because they are at a disadvantage. 
"I don't buy having to feed their get- 
ting even," he said. 
HISTORICALLY in the United 
States, all groups have entered the 
culture with no status and worked 
themselves up with no help, Giedlinski 
said. 
"I'm not asking anyone to leave 
their culture, but I don't think I owe 
them money to maintain it," he add- 
ed. 
In a hypothetical situation, Giedlin- 
ski explained, "approximately one in 
15 students are of Polish descent on 
this campus and the Latinos are ask- 
ing for $18,000. That means we, as the 
Polish American group, pick up 
$200,000, and included in that budget 
will be a typist to type Cyrillic (Polish 
language) alphabet." 
Richard A. Haught, undergraduate 
ACGFA member, also pointed out the 
duplication in programming as a 
prime target for close scrutiny. But he 
added that the direction should not be 
toward "combining groups, but to pro- 
moting cooperative programming 
where the programs are similar." 
INCREASED FUNDING for pro- 
gramming is a probable budget area 
to be cut, Tom Carver, undergraduate 
ACGFA member, said. 
"I think a lot of the groups are 
shooting a little high in programming. 
We simply cannot give all the groups 
&in. jing for <&ab 
Gospel choir vocalizes its 
spiritualism through music 
by Marie Cisterino 
The University Gospel Choir expresses its deep inner feelings through 
music in which it creates a sound all its own. 
"Everybody is caught up in spiritualism that comes from the music," 
Jay T. Hairston, choir director, said. 
"We're not just trying to sing so people can see us; we have a purpose in 
letting people know that Jesus loves all men." 
The 42-member choir has been rehearsing twice a week since winter 
quarter in preparation for its upcoming spring concert and for its new 
album to be recorded in Columbus at the end of this month. 
HAIRSTON SAID the choir is ready to make an album, adding that it 
always has had the potential - it just was a matter of getting organized 
and funded. 
"We have a good sound and we want to extend our range - not just in 
BG, but further. We'd like to produce an album to be sent all over the 
country," he said. 
The album will contain original songs written by choir members. 
Though different in feeling and rhythm, the words of each song express 
the same idea, he said. 
"Our music has a central theme which simply says that God loves you 
and cares about you and will be good to you if you are willing to follow 
him," Hairston said. 
HE ADDED that most of the choir members are religious and have 
strong religious beliefs. 
"That's why they're in the choir in the first place," he said. 
According to Hairston, the sole purpose of the gospel choir is to "uplift 
the name of the Lord Jesus Christ in praise through song." 
Hairston said, "We hope that people hearing us sing will be compelled 
to give their life to Christ. We want people to leave our concerts feeling 
better about themselves and life." 
MICHAEL I. JEWELL, University freshman pre-law major, said he 
joined the choir for religious reasons. 
"I have a religious background, and I like to uplift the name of the Lord. 
staff photos by Dale Omori 
Preparing for its spring concert on Saturday, the 42-member University 
Gospel Choir is led by pianist Darryl Ellis (left), a senior music major. 
Delvia Blythewood (above), a senior fashion merchandising major, voices 
the spirit of the ensemble through her singing at a recent rehearsal. 
I get a pleasureable feeling inside by keeping in contact with religion," 
Jewell said. 
"I always put my best foot forward with the purpose of reaching people 
that I am singing to," he added. 
Michael Burns, sophomore child and family services major, got involv- 
ed in the choir to "get a relief of satisfaction towards problems that go on 
throughout life by singing about Christ" 
THE PERFORMANCE of a gospel choir is much different from that of 
other choirs. 
continued on page 4 
the money they are asking for," 
Carver said. 
Chris A. Geib, undergraduate 
ACGFA member, also emphasized 
the "very large increase in program- 
ming," and added, "That's where the 
cuts are going to have to came from. 
"Some (programming budgets) will 
be reduced drastically," Geib added. 
Giedlinski said he would find it dif- 
ficult to give Interfraternity Council 
any money, and that he is fairly sure 
there will be cuts in the Student 
Government Association programm- 
ing budget. 
FUNDS WHICH have been used for 
travel have been misused in the past, 
Holmes said. 
"In my perspective, traveling has 
continued on page 4 
Betas sign 
contracts for 
two homes 
by Olane Rado 
staff reporter 
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity signed 
a housing agreement with the Univer- 
sity Wednesday to live in the Pi Kappa 
Alpha house this fall quarter, but 
many of its members already have 
signed leases to live in the fraternity's 
off-campus apartment house on Sixth 
Street next year. 
And Douglas R. Valentine, owner of 
the apartment, said yesterday, "We 
won't break their leases. It will be up 
to them to find someone else to fill it 
(the apartment)." 
A majority of the fraternity's 
members signed leases two to three 
weeks ago, Valentine said, adding 
that the members did not say at the 
time that they may move on campus. 
Wayne Colvin, director of residence 
life, area four, said the Betas were 
fourth or fifth on a waiting list of 
organizations approached to live in 
the Pi Kappa Alpha house after its 
members were ordered off campus 
March 18 for their alleged involve- 
ment in incidents including exam 
scam. 
OUT OF THE eight or nine 
members on the waiting list, the Betas 
alone expressed a desire to live in the 
house and could fill the 46-person re- 
quirement, Colvin said. 
He added that although the Zeta Tau 
Alpha sorority responded that it 
wanted to live in the Pike House, it did 
not have the required 46 members. 
It was known earlier this week that 
the Betas would have the house, but 
Colvin said he had to talk to Valentine 
before he could make an official an- 
nouncement. 
Valentine said he talked to a 
member of the Beta Theta Pi fraterni- 
ty yesterday. "They're supposed to 
set up a meeting with me sometime to 
talk abo.ut the leases," he added. 
He stressed however, that unless 
the fraternity members can find per- 
sons to fill the apartment, he will not 
break their leases. 
"They can move on campus if they 
want, as long as I still get the money 
from their leases," he said. 
"We've had good relations with the 
Betas, but we can make money 
without them there," Valentine said. 
"There's been tremendous wear and 
tear on the building since they've been 
there," he added. 
The cost of wearing contact lenses 
Price battle rages between opticians, optometrists 
by Gary Benz 
staff reporter 
You can't expect to get passes if 
you're wearing glasses, or so the say- 
ing goes. Perhaps that is why so many 
people are flocking to buy contact 
lenses. 
And the places they're flocking to 
these days seem to be discount optical 
stores. 
Advertisements often appear on TV 
or in the newspaper for optical stores 
selling brand-name contact lenses for 
seemingly unbelievably cheap prices,. 
A local store is advertising them for 
$99. 
But if you try to buy those lenses 
from an optometrist, you can expect 
to pay two or three times that price. 
The reason, according to Dr. Robert 
S. Beattie, 1022 N. Prospect St., is op- 
tical houses buy in volume. 
"IF PRICES are what you want, 
you go to them (optical stores). If ser- 
vice is what you want, you go to an op- 
tometrist," Beattie said. 
He said that most optical stores are 
run   by opticians.   Opticians,  until 
recently, did not have to be licensed, 
and they learned their trade by work- 
ing with and learning from op- 
tometrists, he added. 
Optometrists and ophthalmologists 
are licensed eye specialists. An 
ophthalmologist has gone through 
medical school and can do eye 
surgery; an optometrist has gone 
through four years of optometry 
school, Beattie said. 
"Most optical houses are hiring peo- 
ple that are supposedly qualified," he 
said. "But these technicians are no 
way as qualified (as optometrists). 
Most of them don't have much train- 
ing." 
HE ADDED: "We're getting people 
like that (technicians/opticians) In- 
vading the field and they don't know 
what they're doing." 
"There's a long-standing war bet- 
ween opticians and optometrists," 
said Bob Jones, a licensed optician 
and manager of Burlington Optical, 
1616 E. Wooster St 
The main reason for the war bet- 
ween optometrists and opticians is 
contact lens pricing. 
According   to   Wanda   McCleave, 
receptionist for optometrist Fred R. 
Rosebrook, 132 W. Lima St., Findlay, 
Rosebrook charges $260 for Bausch 
and Lomb soft contact lenses. That fee 
includes an examination, a cold 
sterilization kit for the lenses and 
follow-up care for the patient for six 
months. If the patient wants a heat 
sterilization kit, the total fee is $285. 
Dr. Robert L. Hutchinson, 133 E. 
Wooster St., offers Bausch and Lomb 
soft lenses with the heat sterilization 
kit for $188. This includes subsequent 
examinations for one year and a six- 
month warranty on the lenses. 
JONES SAID that Burlington Op- 
tical offers one pair of Bausch and 
Lomb lenses for $79 or two pairs of 
hard contacts for the same price. In 
addition to that fee, there is a $30 fit- 
ting fee, $10 for a cold sterilization kit 
or $35 for a heat sterilization kit and a 
$20 eye examination. 
Burlington Optical offers a 30-day 
trial period. If the patient can't wear 
the lenses, only the price of the lenses 
will be refunded. 
Jones said that Burlington Optical 
usually has an optometrist fit the 
continued on page 4 
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It was as close to the wilderness as I would get' 
Memorial Day weekend is coming 
up and a whole mess of people will be 
leaving school for camping trips. I 
like camping as much as the next guy, 
or should I say I liked camping, that is 
until the day that: Commercialism hit 
camping. 
I guess it could be argued that com- 
mercialism is a part of everything we 
do and therefore it should just be ac- 
cepted. But there's something about 
the way commercialism hit my camp- 
ing rituals that turned me off. 
I was about 7-years-old when my 
dad said we were taking a ride to "the 
border of Ohio and Pennsylvania." 
As we approached Andover, Ohio 
(which is as close to the border as I 
wanted to get), I saw a sign that read: 
"Holiday Camplands 2 Miles Left at 
the Fire Station." 
I GUESS THAT sign was no dif- 
ferent from others dotting the rural 
landscape, but it stuck in my mind, 
focus 
Gary Benz 
Staff reporter 
probably because we did turn left at 
the fire station. 
We drove the two miles and we turn- 
ed - right into Holiday Camplands. 
I must admit that this place wasn't 
real nice, in fact it was as close to the 
wilderness as I figured anyone would 
ever get. After about an hour of talk- 
ing to some guy, my dad drove us 
down this terribly awful dirt road. He 
got out of the car, and pointing to a 
patch of land he said: "This is it kids, 
our home away from home. Our own 
little vacation spot, and it's only an 
hour away from home." 
Well, this place wasn't real plush. In 
fact, it was the pits. Our little home 
away from home was a quarter acre 
lot full (and I stress full) of trees, an- 
thills and other wilderness-type 
things. 
MY MOM looked kind of sick, but 
me and my brothers were laughing 
and cheering 'cause we thought it was 
just great that we could drive for an 
hour and play in the woods. 
But then my dad said: "We're gon- 
na clear this place out, knock out most 
of those trees and get rid of them 
damn anthills. And then we're gonna 
bring in that new trailer, and we'll 
have our own camping lot." 
Well, heck, that still wasn't too bad, 
driving an hour to camp. There'd still 
be trees, even if we had to knock out 
the anthills. 
It took us all summer, but by Labor 
Day we had that trailer moved in and 
we were sitting around the campfire 
reflecting. 
IT SEEMS as though the story ought 
to end there, but that's just the start. 
You see, Holiday Camplands and its 
management were real progressive. I 
remember seeing one of their bi- 
weekly newsletters that had a list of 
all their goals. They planned to sell 
about a thousand of them lota, one 
right next to another. That place 
wasn't real huge and a thousand lots 
meant that it was like living in a 
suburb but in a camper. 
Also, on that list of goals, was plans 
for two Olympic-sized swimming 
pools, an 18-hole par three golf course, 
a clubhouse complete with game 
room and bingo parlor, and assorted 
little goodies like a place to watch TV 
and even a snack bar. 
This all sounded great but it kind of 
reminded me of the city, and I started 
to wonder why we had to drive an hour 
when all this was already sitting in 
our backyard. 
I guess when you're 7-years-old you 
do more wondering than questioning 
and probably, because of fear of get- 
ting creamed by your dad, you don't 
question things - at least out loud. 
THE FIRST few years of Holiday 
Camplands went all right. There 
weren't a whole lot of people moving 
in yet, and they were just starting one 
of the pools and only had five of the 18 
holes on the golf course finished. 
A few more years went by and the 
golf course, the clubhouse, the bingo 
parlor, one of the two pools and the 
place to watch TV were all finished. 
Also, most of the lota had been sold, 
and they were now putting in paths for 
all the kids who owned mini-bikes. In 
fact, now that I think about it, that 
was the same year they built (can you 
imaging building) a lake and stocked 
it with fish. This place was almost 
complete. 
By this time, dad was getting off 
work early on Fridays, and mom was 
loading up the car and by the time he 
got home, we were all set to go and 
spend a weekend playing golf, wat- 
ching TV, swimming, fishing, playing 
bingo and sitting at the clubhouse 
eating greasy burgers from the snack 
bar. 
By this time, I was 16-years-old, and 
I could object and win, and not go to 
Holiday Camplands - so could my 
brothers. 
SOON, MY DAD wasn't hustling to 
get home from work and my mom 
wasn't hustling to get everything 
ready for a relaxing weekend. 
I'm not sure any of this has any 
point, but since then we've been trying 
to sell that lot. And in five years of try- 
ing, nobody has shown much interest 
in buying a weekend lot where you can 
go and swim and fish and play bingo 
and play golf and watch TV. 
opinion  
Congress acts quick 
in food stamp crisis 
There is something of a mania around the nation. It's 
called budget cutting. 
Budget cutting is a nebulous thing; everybody wants it 
cut but nobody wants his benefits to go with those cuts. 
The potential danger of that slice-at-all-costs mentality 
was hinted at this week as Congress moved toward saving 
the federal food stamp program. 
The program would run out of money by June 1 if it did 
not receive an emergency appropriation immediately. The $6.2 billion that it was allocated had already been spent; 
the increased number of unemployed had made more peo- 
ple need food stamps. 
A $2.56 billion appropriation has passed the House and 
the Senate also has approved a measure to lift the food 
stamp spending ceiling, so it appears there will be no inter- 
ruption in benefits. 
But in the process of getting the added appropriations 
there were those that dragged their feet. Many thought this 
is the time to revamp the whole program, which nas its 
share of waste. 
No one, obviously, wanted to see the poor go hungry until 
a new fiscal year rolled around, and so some bailout was 
forthcoming. 
What is welcome, however, is that Congress is showing      ,. 
that it can act quickly and effectively in a critical situa-     ^ p^ y^ QQ gA^ ^p mpg ^ fl£ -fl$£ ^£ \ft tf£ "faKE 0/ERTVC THUN^lNG RR A WHlif/' 
letters. 
Miss BGSU pageant 
ignored by News 
On May 2, 1980 the Phi Kappa Psi 
Fraternity sponsored the Miss BGSU 
Pageant. Other than one advertise- 
ment, The BG News did not give any 
mention prior to the pageant of its ex- 
istence. 
The first issue of the News publish- 
ed after the pageant, May 6, carried a 
small article consisting of a photo of 
Dawn Meadows being crowned and a 
short three sentence explanation. 
I realize that time is not abundant 
these days, and that the News has 
many events to cover, but I think 
more time and space could have been 
given to the pageant. After all, 
Meadows will represent this Universi- 
ty at the Miss Ohio Pageant in June. 
I also think that if the Phi Psi's and 
the 19 other contestants, not to men- 
tion the 20 doubles, had the time and 
energy to compete and produce the 
pageant, they at least would have 
been mentioned. If not all 20 con- 
testants, at least the four runners-up. 
It is possible that the News, like so 
many people, took the opinion that the 
pageant was just another "beauty" 
pageant, but it wasn't. It is a scholar- 
ship pageant, and poise, talent and 
personality are the deciding factors of 
the winner, not beauty. 
In the future I think it would be 
beneficial if the News expanded its 
coverage of the pageant. After all, for 
all the people that worked on and with 
it, including myself, it was an educa- 
tional experience. And isn't that why 
we are here? 
Marjorie McKay 
113 McDonald North 
Karate club members 
back McGuire's veto 
As full-time University students and 
members of the Continuing Education 
karate class, we feel that some impor- 
tant facts have been overlooked in the 
recent controversy over use of the rec 
center by our class. 
The problem seems to be centered 
on use of rec center facilities by non- 
students in the karate class. While it's 
true that many members of the local 
community are enrolled in the class, 
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it also should be noted that at least 50 
percent of the 200 people involved in 
karate also are full-time University 
students. 
About 30 of us were present at the 
meeting where rec center Director 
Ben McGuire overruled his advisory 
council's decision to bar karate 
classes from the center during "prime 
time" hours. We would like to express 
our support for McGuire's decision 
and our agreement with The BG News 
editorial statement that the council's 
criticism of McGuire was "too 
tough." 
It is our understanding that of 279 
proposals made by the council since 
the center opened, only one, this one, 
has been vetoed by McGuire. 278-1 
isn't a bad record. And it's hardly in- 
dicative of an administration bent on 
"jamming it down the throats" of 
students. 
Administrators always should con- 
sider student imput before making a 
decision such as McGuire's, but stu- 
dent representatives also are bound to 
consider information presented by ad- 
ministrators. McGuire has been direc- 
ting the rec center from the time it 
was built; many rec council members 
are relatively new at that position. 
Some facts about the karate program 
should make the decision more 
understandable to everyone. 
First, as noted in a BG News article, 
rec council studies show only two 
students use the racket room and two- 
to-six use the combati ves/dance room 
during prime time hours. On Tuesday 
and Thursday nights, when karate 
classes meet in these rooms, at least 
100 full-time University students are 
using that space. (Not to mention 
another 75-100 community members 
who pay for the privilege of using 
these facilities.) 
Excluding 100 full-time students 
from these areas so that four-to-eight 
other students may use them hardly 
seems in the best interest of the school 
and the "maximum utilization" 
figures here speak for themselves. 
Non-students in the karate program 
are only allowed into the rec center 
twice a week for classes and are not 
permitted to use the center facilities 
other than the areas used for karate 
by University students. 
University students taking karate 
pay that $35-40 fee in addition to their 
$30 general fee payment for rec center 
use. 
Both McGuire and the rec advisory 
council noted that prime time use ex- 
ceptions have been made for group ac- 
tivities such as intramurals, UAO 
workshops, synchronized swtaming 
and scuba classes. Council members 
justified this by pointing out, correct- 
ly, that most of the people involved in 
these activities are University 
students. What they haven't noted is 
that most of the karate class, 50-85 
percent each quarter, also are full- 
time, fee-paying students. 
Considering this, McGuire's deci- 
sion seems fair. It will allow for max- 
imum use of rec center facilities with 
a rninimum of inconvenience for 
students, both those in karate and 
DOONESBURY 
those who aren't. And it also will allow 
some members of the local communi- 
ty, the people whose taxes, businesses 
and good will support the University, 
to pursue an interest in karate at a 
reasonable cost through the Continu- 
ing Education program. 
MarkReddln 
TimFogle 
Lee May berry 
Joe Nemeth 
University Karate Club 
Campus Safety looks 
over sexual attacks 
This letter is directed to the depart- 
ment of Campus Safety and Security. 
We are astonished by your lack of con- 
cern for the student body pertaining to 
the numerous sexual attacks happen- 
ing on campus. If the student body 
was rightfully informed, then 
wouldn't these incidents be less fre- 
quent? 
Is Campus Safety and Security too 
worried about the reputation of the 
University and not the safety of 
students? If these happenings were 
reported to the students, their 
awareness would help prevent these 
crimes. 
Granted spring quarter is a time for 
various evening activities, but 
students assume that they are pro- 
tected. Are we protected, or are we 
not? Our sole purpose in writing this 
letter is not to accuse Campus Safety 
and Security of not doing its job, but 
we as part of the student body feel we 
have the right to be informed. 
Debbie Harper 
Jane Snyder 
231 McDonald East 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Beachwood schools recruiting 
Beachwood City Schools, Cleveland, will be 
recruiting May 21 at the University for the following 
areas: secondary math, secondary English, elemen- 
tary speech and hearing, vocational education and 
elementary L.B.D. Sign up now at the Placement Of- 
fice, 360 Student Services Bldg. 
Team karate competition 
Team karate competition between the University 
and Michigan State University is Saturday at 1 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena. Admission is $2 a person with all pro- 
ceeds going to the American Cancer Society. For more 
information call 287-3762. 
Auction at Park Avenue 
The Surplus Auction is at the Park Avenue 
Warehouse and not the Pike Street Warehouse as 
stated in an advertisement in the News yesterday. 
'SCAPES' open Monday 
"SCAPES," an invitational exhibit which surveys 
various approaches to the landscape among Ohio ar- 
tists, will open Monday at McFall Center Gallery and 
will continue through July 3. The free exhibit, organiz- 
ed by Lance Kinz of the Tangeman Fine Arts Gallery 
at the University of Cincinnati, includes works by 
seven artists. The gallery will be open between 8 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. weekdays and from 2-5 p.m. on Saturdays 
and Sundays. 
Winners to perform Sunday 
Winners of the 1980 University Concert Competitions 
will perform with the University Symphony and 
Chamber Orchestra at 3 p.m. Sunday in Kobacker 
Hall, Musical Arts Center. The concert is free and 
public. 
How to get the job you want 
Steve Roznowski, from the University Placement 
Center, will lecture Monday at 7 p.m. in the Campus 
Room, Union, on how to get the job you want. The 
event, sponsored by the University Activities 
Organization, is free and public. 
Rec center sponsors Triathlon 
The Triathlon, a swimming, bikine and running 
event, is being sponsored by the Student Recreation 
Center on May 31 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. The entry fee is 
SS which includes a T-shirt. Forms are available in the 
rec center office. Prizes will be awarded for first, se- 
cond and third place winners in both the singles and 
group divisions. For more information call 372-2711. 
White water rafting trip 
The University Activities Organization has four 
openings remaining for its May 26 white water rafting 
trip. Interested students should call the UAO office. 
372-2343, for more information. 
Parish host festival 
St. Thomas More University Parish will be having a 
festival Sunday from 2-6 p.m. featuring food, games 
and continuous live entertainment. The event is public. 
Rally cancellation announced 
The "Take Back the Night Rally," sponsored by 
Women for Women and scheduled for May 20, has been 
canceled. 
Kennedy's nephew to speak 
Tim Shriver, nephew of Senator Edward Kennedy 
(D-Mass), will speak today from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the 
Union Oval. 
************ 
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AUCTION 
BGSU   10:00 am. 
Sat. May 17. 1980 
Park Street Warehouse 
Items  being  sold  may 
be viewed between   12 noon  to 4 p.m 
on May   16,   1980 of the Auction  Site 
ft STAB1VM Cinema fi£ 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE SPECIAL! 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY! 
BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:45 P.M.-SHOWTIME 
12-01 A.M. 
THE STUDENTS OF 
BOWLING GREEN 
HAVE VOTED US 
THE 
BEST PIZZA! 
IN B. G. /""""N 
FAST FREF DELIVERY 352-5 I6R 
Career counseling offered by phone 
5   SIDEWALK SALE 
S   EVERYTHING IN STORE 
20-50% OFF 
L_ I BASEBALL, SOFTBALL SHOES 20% OFF ADIDAS SHOES 20,30,40% OFF WILSON SHOES 20% OFF GOLF SHOES 30% OFF 
J  INSULATED   SWEAT   SHIRTS  
J 40% OFF 
J ALL   TENNIS   AND   RACQUETBALL 
J  RACKETS 20% OFF 
J ALL BALLS (Baseball, Softball, foot- 
J ball, etc.) 20% OFF 
J CONVERSE SHOES 50% OFF 
J ALL SPORTS SHORTS 20% OFF 
J ALL FRISBEES 30% OFF 
S THE LOCKER ROOM 
J SPORTING GOODS 
9 112 S. Main    353-6341 
MFAL Survey, conducted in the B.G. News 
±********************* 
J DON'T MISS THIS SPECIAL    } 
: ON SUMMER RENTALS !      J 
J $140/Month        J 
5 * J Two Bedroom - Furnished 
* Ridge Manor - All Utilities Paid      * 
* * 
* Frazee - Plus Electric * 
4- + if East Merry - Plus Electric          * 
J Eight Street - Plus Electric         J 
J Special Now Thru Friday,   * 
* May 23 * 
* 1 
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by Lisa Bowers 
Age is not a barrier when it comes to 
learning. 
Non-traditional students now have 
the opportunity to inquire about 
career-related decisions by dialing a 
telephone number. 
The Learning Line is a regional 
career counseling and referral 
telephone system aimed at the adult 
population. 
Suzanne Crawford, director of the 
Center for Continued Learning, 
recently received an $11,430 grant 
from the Ohio Board of Regents to 
start the system. 
CRAWFORD SAID that even 
though the phones are answered at 
her Main Street office, there are ac- 
tually five other cooperating agencies 
involved with the project, including 
the city, the Area Office on Aging, 
WSOS Community Action Commis- 
sion, the Right to Read program and 
the Ohio Career Information Services. 
REALTY 
Call 352-0717 
Or Stop By 
i 
* 
"If someone calls in, one of the two 
counselors working will provide infor- 
mation for any question he may have. 
The counselors may refer the person 
to one of the five cooperating agencies 
or mail him related information, but 
they will always refer the callers to 
people and not offices. A one-to-one 
encounter is important," she said. 
"We wanted to reach out to the 
population that we had not reached 
before. We tried to think of something 
that we had in common with the public 
that we could use as a form of com- 
munication. Wkat else but a 
telephone?" she said. 
CRAWFORD SAD) the system not 
only provides career counseling but 
also information on financial aid and 
social services. 
The program is a referral to all area 
institutions because it is a regional 
counseling system, she said. 
She added that more than 50 percent 
of the clientele for the Center for Con- 
tinued Learning comes from outside 
Bowling Green, and she expects about 
the same for this program. 
Even though the grant expires Sept. 
30, Crawford is optimistic. 
"Hopefully this program will prove 
to be a good vehicle of communica- 
tion. If everything goes as expected, 
and I can see no reason why it 
shouldn't, we will continue the pro- 
gram after the grant expires either on 
our own expense or through some 
other means. 
"There are only a few of us and 
there are a lot of adults out there look- 
ing for information," she said. "If this 
telephone system can help any one of 
them, then it is definitely a wor- 
thwhile program." 
The Learning Line is open Monday 
and Wednesday from noon to 5 p.m., 
Tuesday 1-6 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. 
to noon. The number is 1-8OM72-4606. 
Follow through... 
with your help 
to prevent 
Birth 
Defects^ 
SUPPORT » 
MARCH OF DIMES 
•>""^ 
UAO CAMPUS FILMS 
PG — Hitricilir ® A NEW WORLD PICTURE 
FRI.-SAT.      MDNGHT 
210 MSC $1.00 w/I.D. 
Tickets go on sale at 8:00 p.m. 
All the animals of the 
wilderness will scamper, 
For the Alpha Phis are 
going to be campers. 
The Spring Flamer Sat 
urday is getting near, 
So pack up the gear- 
Let's get out of here!! 
May 17th KOA Campgrounds 
presents 
GOOD TIMES 
WEEKEND '80 
May 16 S I 7 
oo 700. 300-7 
8 00. 
FRIDAY 
Roller Skating-Union Oval 
Skate Rental Available 
Sound System 
Square Dance-Conklin B.6. Courts 
(rain site-SS Forum) 
$1.00 fee per hour 
SATURDAY 
SPRING FESTIVAL - COLLEGE PARK 
I230 Amazement Park Revue 
200The Bowlers 
330The Buckeye Biscuit Band 
500BGSU Jazz Band 
630The OtherHalf 
GAMESCONTESTPRIZES-GOOD TIMES 
BEER $ REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SOLD 
(Rain Site:  Grand Ballroom, Union) 
No Alcoholic Beverages May. Be Brought Into College Park 
4 The BG News May 16, 1980 
ACGFA -"■■»-• 
been abused. People have been going 
all over the place at the University's 
expense," Holmes said. 
Jeff D. Horten, undergraduate 
ACGFA member, agreed, saying that 
"the majority of the cuts will come in 
travel." 
Horten also said that the committee 
will have problems in funding SGA 
because several members are SGA 
representatives. 
CONFLICTS OF interest also pos- 
ed problems. Holmes said. 
"A lot of the people on the commit- 
tee represent various groups," 
Holmes said. He suggested that when 
the committee votes on budgets from 
groups with ACGFA members, those 
persons disqualify themselves from 
the vote. 
Holmes mentioned IFC and SGA as 
two groups with a conflict of interest 
with ACGFA members. Because 
Holmes is the faculty adviser for two 
groups requesting funds, he said he 
will abstain from their budget deci- 
sions. 
Because ACGFA has been under 
fire in the last year, Giedlinski recom- 
mends that all student organizations 
requesting funds send at least one 
repicraitative to the committee's 
meeting tomorrow. 
"Anyone who has an interest in stu- 
dent review of budgets should keep an 
eye on it," Giedlinski said, explaining 
that each group should send a 
member in order to understand exact- 
ly what happens in ACGFA's decision 
process. 
Gospel Choir W-P-I 
There's a sense of emotion that seems to radiate from 
the gospel singers as they sway to the music, clap their 
hands and stamp their feet. 
Hairston said the real difference is in "the sense of 
spirituality. Regular choirs sing all kinds of songs while 
the gospel choir goes beyond just a good feeling. 
"It's more personal - it touches the inner soul. I can't 
explain it. Some people call it conviction. I say there's in- 
tensity and purpose behind it. You have to administer to 
the person you're singing to," he added. 
Kay Slater, senior special education major, has been in 
the choir four years and believes that the importance of 
the gospel choir is "not so much the music, anybody can 
play music. It's the spiritual growth received from the 
words." 
Kermetta L. Folmar, junior business administration 
major, added that the gospel choir is an organization 
that can bring "unity, spread love, peace and joy through 
Jesus Christ." 
The choir will present its concert at 3:30 p.m. Saturday 
in Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center. Advance tickets 
are available at the center at $1 for students and $1.50 for 
non-students, and also will be available at the door for a 
slightly higher cost.  
contact lenses *-»- 
lenses. He said there is a part-time op- 
tometrist on duty all day Tuesdays 
and either Thursday mornings or 
afternoons. 
Optometrist John T. Archer, 1022 N. 
Prospect St., said that including the 
services of optometrists, the price dif- 
ference between optical stores and op- 
tometrists "does not appear great" 
ARCHER SAID optical store prices 
don't add up if everything is taken into 
account 
For example, Archer says that 
follow-up care is one of the most im- 
portant aspects of selling contact 
lenses. After selling lenses, Archer 
schedules follow-up visits after the 
first, second, third and fifth weeks. He 
said that most optical stores do not of- 
fer any scheduled follow-up visits. 
But Jones said that Burlington Op- 
tical's fitting fee includes follow-up 
visits for 30 days, or as long as it takes 
for the person to adjust to the lenses. 
"We offer as good of care, without a 
doubt" as optometrists, Jones said. 
ARCHER SAID that most of the op- 
tical stores that advertise Bausch and 
Lomb lenses will fit their patients only 
with those lenses. He said when he ex- 
amines someone, he will try other 
brands in addition to the Bausch and 
Lomb lenses. 
"There are many, many, many 
times other lenses fit better and are 
more comfortable than Bausch and 
Lomb," Archer said. 
photo by Tim Carrlg 
Jones said Burlington Optical only 
stocks Bausch and Lomb soft lenses, 
but that he can get other brands. 
"We've had great success with 
Bausch and Lomb lenses," he said. 
"They fit better than most." 
WHAT COULD 
THEARMY 
POSSUUT OFFER 
A BRIGHT PERSON 
LIKE YOU? 
Drop your guard tor a 
minute. Even though you're 
in college right now, there 
are many aspects of the 
Army that you might find 
very attractive. 
Maybe even irresistible. 
Sec for yourself. 
MED SCHOOL. ON US 
You read it right. 
The Army's Health Professions Scholar- 
ship Program provides necessary tuition, 
books, lab fees, even microscope rental dur- 
ing medical school. 
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that 
works out to about $6,450 a year. (Alter 
July I, 1980; it'll be even more.) 
After you're accepted into medical 
school, you can be accepted intoour program. 
Then you're commissioned and you go 
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the 
Army Reserve. 
The hitch? Very simple. Alter your resi- 
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor 
for every year the Army gave you as a med 
student, and under some conditions, with a 
minimum scholarship obligation being two 
years' service. 
INTERNSHIP. RESIDENCY 
& CASH BONUSES 
Besides scholarships to medical school, 
the Army also offers AMA-approved lirsi- 
year post-graduate and residency training 
programs. 
Such training adds no lurther obligation 
to the student in the scholarship program. 
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educa- 
tion sponsored by the Army gives you a one- 
year obligation for every year of sponsorship. 
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every 
year you're paying back medical school or 
post-graduate training. 
So you not only get your medical educa- 
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you're 
paying it back. 
Not a bad deal. 
A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE 
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is 
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism. 
And it's a challenge to live up to. 
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome 
of professionalism, regarded as a critical 
member of the Army Medical Team. 
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical 
spectrum is almost impossible to match 
in civilian practice. 
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, 
you'll enjoy more respect and authority than 
most of your civilian counterparts. You'll 
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay 
and officer's privileges. 
Army Nursing offers educational oppor- 
tunities that are second to none. As an Army 
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate 
degree programs at civilian universities. 
ADVANCED NURSING COURSE. 
TUITION-FREE 
You get tuition, pay and livingallowances. 
You can a'so take Nurse Practitioner 
courses and courses in many clinical spccial- 
ties. All on the Army. 
While these programs do not cost you 
any money, most of them do incur an addi- 
tional service obligation. 
A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW 
If you're about to get your law degree 
and be admitted to the bar, you should con- 
sider a commission in the Judge Advocate 
(iencral Corps. Because in the Army you get 
to practice law right from the start. 
While your classmates are still doing 
other lawyers' research and other lawyers' 
briefs, you could have your own cases, your 
own clients, in effect, your own practice. 
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and 
privileges of being an Officer in the United 
Stales Army. With a chance to travel and 
make the most of what you've worked so 
hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer. 
Be an Army I-awyer. 
ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Though you're too late for a 4-year 
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year 
scholarships available. 
They include tuition, books,       ajgggg^ 
and lab fees. Plus $100 a month 
living allowance. Naturally 
they're very competitive. Because 
besides helpingyou towards your 
degree, an ROTC scholarship 
helps you towards the gold bars 
of an Army Officer. 
Stop by the ROTC office on 
campus and ask about details. 
UP TO 1170 A MONTH 
You can combine service in 
the Army Reserve or National 
Guard with Army ROTC and 
get up to $6,500 while you're still 
in school. 
It's called the Simultaneous 
Membership Program. You get 
$ 100 a month as an Advanced 
Army ROTC Cadet and an addi- 
ional $70 a month (ser- 
geant's pay) as an Army 
Reservist. 
When you graduate, 
you'll be commissioned as a 
Second Lieutenant, but not 
necessarily assigned to ac- 
tive duty. Find out about it. 
A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK 
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlist- 
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to 
$2,000 in educational benefits. 
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. 
It comesout i<> about $ 1,000 a year tor about 16 
hours a month and two weeks annual training. 
And now we have a special program to 
help you lit the Army Reserve around your 
school schedule. It's worth a look. 
A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE 
Some may find college to be the right 
placeat the wrong time fora variety of reasons. 
The Army can help them, too. 
A few years in the Army can help them 
get money for tuition'and the maturity to use it 
wisely. 
The Army has-a program in which money 
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the 
government. Then, if one qualifies, agenerous 
bonus is added to that. 
So 2 years of service can get you up to 
$7,400 for college, 3 years up to $12,100, and 4 
years up to $ 14,100. In addition, bonuses up to 
$3,000 are available for 4-year enlistments in 
selected skills. 
Add in the experience and maturity gained, 
and the Army can sendan individual backtocol- 
lege a richer person in more ways than one. 
We hope these Army opportunities have in- 
trigued you as well as surprised you. Because 
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright 
person like you. 
For more information, send the coupon. 
I 
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Please tell me more about: □ (AM) Medical School and Army 
Medicine, □ (AN) (he Army Nurse Corps, D (Al.) Army Law, 
□ (FR) ROTC Scholarships, □ (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses, 
□ (PC) Army Kducaiional Benefits. 
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WHITE WATER RAFTING 
Memorial Day May 26th 
cost $40.00 for rafting only 
transportation & camping fees not included. 
Only 4 openings left. Fist come first serve 
Additional info. UAO office 2-2343 
"im.   WFAL the am that isn't 
3 
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Step outside with WFAL 
Step outside with WFAL. Never have 
you had more chances to win. Ten Toledo 
Zoo passes, Coke beach towels and 
armloads of 6-packs. Plus, two FREE 
Schwinn 10 speeds on May 30. We're step- 
ping outside with you. 
I 
Talk to the Animals" 
SIGMA ALPHA EPS/LON 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
ITS I980 SPRING QUARTER PLEDGES 
Scott Haase 
James Eugene Baughman Dan Schneider 
Tomazk Dave Anderson 
Tom Conrad Pete Stueve 
Greg Home Ross Shirkey 
GET PSYCHEDl 
Supports Olympic boycott 
'No' is verdict of West Germans classifieds 
May 16, 1980 The BQ News 5 
DUESSELDORF, West Germany (AP) - The West Ger- 
man Olympic Committee voted yesterday not to send a 
team to the 1980 Moscow Olympics, the strongest endorse- 
ment yet for President Carter's call for an international 
boycott. 
Carter termed the 59-40 vote "a courageous decision," 
but a spokesman for the Soviet organizers said it would 
have "no effect." 
"The committee, the West German government, and the 
people of West Germany deserve the admiration of all 
those throughout the world who believe in peace and 
freedom and who recognize that the achievement of these 
goals sometimes requires painful sacrifices," Carter said 
in a statement released in Washington. 
The West German government, in thanking the commit- 
tee for its endorsement of the official position, noted the 
sacrifices of athletes who have trained only to see their 
Olympic hopes shattered by the world reaction to the 
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. 
SPOKESMAN Klaus Boelling said the government of 
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt recognized the boycott was a 
severe blow to the "athletes who have trained for years 
and made numerous personal sacrifices." 
The vote followed a four-hour, nationally televised 
debate. Committee chairman Willi Daume, in announcing 
the secret vote, said: "We must carry it out together. We 
must live with it together." 
Governments generally have been more favorable to the 
boycott idea than their National Olympic Committees, and 
the German decision could carry much weight with Olym- 
pics committees that have not decided on whether to at- 
tend the Games. 
ATTENTION - BGSU 
BUSINESS STUDENTS 
If you are interested In summer work, we 
need typists, secretaries with dictaphone or 
shorthand. Also, If you are graduating, let us 
tell you about our permanent placement ser- 
vice. No fee to applicants. 
CONTEMPORARY PERSONNEL 
5445 Southwyck Blvd. 865-8069 
>o< 
SUMMER RENTALS 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
LEASE 
(10 weeks) 
2 BEDROOM APTS. 
Forest Apts. $500 
853 Napoleon Road 
Luther Apts. $455 
755 Manville 
Pendelton Realty 
Company 
319E.WoosterSL 
PHONE: 353-3641 
APIA*. >-.-^> '■■   'i.^...    W 
t Tr» &s. * .n, Cos-• WlV 
Lie down   * 
and 
be counted. 
CLUB WEST 
474-7396 
3817 Upton 
Toledo 
Fighting Inflation-Well, join the gang 
at CLUB WEST.  For a nightlife of 
happiness.    No    cover-Student    ID 
cards   honors   one   drink   of   your 
choice. 
DISCO ONLY      9 p.m.-2:30 a.m. 
BE IMPRESSIVE 
GET THE JOB 
YOU WANT 
Guest lecture by Steve Roznowski 
Monday may 19th Campus 
room of the Union 7 pm 
FREE 
DON'T STRETCH YOUR NECK 
LOOKING FOR APARTMENTS 
12 BRAND NEW Furnished 
Apartments Now Available 
'$& Beginning Sept. 15 
At 
H   FRAZEE APARTMENTS 
Two Bathrooms 
One Large Bedroom 
One Year Lease $325/Mo. 
Nine Month Lease $420/Mo. 
Plus Electric 
MAURER GREEN 
REALTY 
Or Stop By 
224 E. Wooster 
THE COMMITTEES of Australia, Japan, the 
Netherlands and Portugal are among those that have said 
they would follow the German lead. They have until May 24 
to notify the organizing committee if they plan to send a 
team. 
F. Don Miller, executive director of the U.S. Olympic 
Committee, said the German vote could convince commit- 
tees like those of Britain and Puerto Rico to change their 
decisions to attend. 
"The sad thing... is that it penalizes the athletes," Miller 
said. "I'm sure most of the athletes throughout the world 
would desire to participate in the Games." 
JOSEF Neckermann, a six-time West German Olympic 
medalist in equestrian events, said the majority favored a 
boycott "out of solidarity with the American athletes. We 
couldn't let them stand alone." 
Skier Rosi Mittermaier, a double gold medalist in the 
1976 Innsbruck games and one of the 30 individual voters, 
said she expected the vote to have a "negative influence" 
on international sports. 
"Every athlete has worked so many years to take part in 
the Games," she said. "Many had no chance of winning a 
medal, but merely taking part would have been reward 
enough." 
CARTER first proposed a boycott of the Moscow Games 
in January, saying the summer competition should not go 
on unless the Soviet troops left Afghanistan by Feb. 20. 
When the deadline passed, he called for a boycott. The 
USOC agreed to go along in April. 
Read the News 
UAO CAMPUS FILMS 
A temptingly 
tasteful 
comedy... 
for adults 
who can ■>fc     count. 
FRI. & SAT. 7:30 & 10:00 p.m. 
Gtsh Theatre $1.00 w/I.D.. 
Tickets Go On Sale One Had Hour Befere First Show 
No passes allowed 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The Resume 
Machine® 
Typeset Resumes 
352-3538 
10 Free Copies 
With This Ad 
Wo. 1 
MANAGEMENT 
Preferred Properties Co. 
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies 
Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s 
Cherry Wood Club 
Office dairy Mon.-Fri. & 
Sat. afternoon in May 
AT LAST A SUMMER JOB 
THAT DOESN'T INTERFERE WITH 
YOUR SUMMER VACATION. 
Whichever days, whichever weeks you prefer to 
work. Norrell Temporary Services will do the best 
we can to accommodate your summer schedule 
We've got temporary positions in many fields. 
And they're all good jobs, with good pay and 
good places to work. 
What's more, you're never obligated to Norrell. 
There's no contract to sign. No fee to pay 
So. this summer, il you'd like to spend some time 
away lrom work - and still have some money to 
spend-contact Norrell at the location below 
We'll work you into your schedule, not ours. 
BEDFORD HEIGHTS. OHIO 
5333 North ft.ld Road 
(261) 633-7801 
CLEVELAND. OHIO 
33 Public Squat. (216) 579-0005 
EUCLID. OHIO 
26250 Euclid Avr.      (216)261-7117 
ROCKY RIVER. OHIO 
20545 Center Ridir Road 
(216)331-1176 
INorreil 
rtmromitY SMVICIS 
LOST* FOUND 
Lojt Drn Lacrosse lacket. If tound 
please call Jen at 352 7211. 
Reward.  
Lost silver necklace with golden 
ring with green stone. Btwn. 
Rodgers & Founders. Reward. 
MHO.  
Found a watch Monday. May 12th. 
Call Jim at 372 2310  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Same Day Typesetting Service On 
Most Jobs. Bring Us Your Reports. 
indexes. Manuals, Forms. Pro- 
grams. Bulletins And Resumes. 41 
Type Faces Available. Call The 
Flatlands   Trader   Newspaper: 
m-nn  
Need   some   typing   done?   All 
papers, thesis etc. Bring your own 
paper    75-   Call Jane' 352 67(3 
Pregnancy Aid &  Understanding. 
EMPA   353 7041 S. 352 2143 
Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest 
Fees. Call Akron Women's Clinic 
toll (ret: 1 mo-362 yiso.  
PERSONALS 
MORES MAY MADNESS. FOOD 
VEGAS GAMES. LIVE ENTER 
TAINMENT SUNDAY MAY IMh. 
2 p m 6 p.m. ST  THOMAS MORE 
UNIVERSITY PARISH 
Guess who has 12 pages In Playboy 
a. 123 minutes In this Weekend's 
UAO Campus Film?  
Congratulations Hoff on win 
number lour a, shutout number 
two; from all of your Phi Delt 
Brothers.  
CHI CHI CHI CHI 
Alpha  Chi's A  Sigma  Chi's are 
readyl What about CHI CHIT 
MB.,  Chuck,  Rena &  Lou-Good 
luck In the "PUSHOVER" Monday 
at Til  Bestest Wishes Batch Staff 
e« Donna.  
CHI O, CHI O the DELTS are ready 
to go. With a little luck we'll navt 
some fun, CHI O, CHI O. So get 
PSYCHED for FRIDAY CHI O'S 
with the PELTS.  
Eeble I'm looking forward to 
spending the night with you In a 
tent.   Get   psyched  for   Saturday. 
Your date for Dawn Oisea.  
HAPPY 19th B DAY, Kunzie. Love. 
J (. Pags. What are U dolnr 
MORE'S MAY MADNESS. FOOO. 
VEGAS GAMES. LIVE ENTER 
TAINMENT SUNDAY MAY 16th, 
2 p.m. 6 p.m. ST. THOMAS MORE 
UNIVERSITY PARISH.  
SIG EPS -Thanks for the good Base 
on the Rock. SAE Pledges! 11 
Does campus & community In 
volvement sound interesting? Then 
sorority life is tor you. Come to 
Fall Rush Information Night. Sun 
day. May 18 at 7:00 in 115 Educa 
tion. $5 registration fee upon sign 
up All women welcome.  
Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi, 
Get put your clam diggers (shorts) 
& flowered shirts fu? we're 
ready to hula down at our luau 
tonight. Luv, you Lit' Sigs 
Listen to the Fabulous Friday 
Feature on WFAL from 12pm to 
2am. Featured this week - New 
Wave Music. WFAL MO AM. 
Terry, Karen & Nina congratula- 
tions on winning the sorority tennis 
tournament finals! Love, Your AX 
Siltja,  
DELTS spontaneous parties mr» 
the best! Let's do It again soon! Lll 
alaaam.  
Congrats to Scott Stall the new SGA 
Treasurer. The Brothers.  
YAHOOOIM 
GOO PHOO BOO  
DOUG.   MARK   a,   DALE,   Make 
sure  your  running  shoes are  in 
good shape for Sunday. We are all 
cheering you on. Good Lucfclll 
Judy got a diamond 
How lucky con she be. 
Maybe It we're lucky 
If II happen to us three. 
Congrats Judy & Doug. 
Love. Lesa. Cathy a. Jane.  
Happy Birthday Carol S, Get 
psyched to party tonight. Have a 
great aothl Glnnie, Julie.  
Every Mon.. Tues. ft Weds. Special 
Days at Sub Me Quick. Get 2 of any 
S2.25 subs for U.«5. Open II :30 am. 
Delivery hrs. begin 4:30 pml am. 
Hotline 352 4ia3. Offer good thru 
May 2ist.  
Sports Car Club of America Rally. 
Sunday, May It, 19(0 Registration 
ion am. US 23 Rest Stop. 7 miles 
north of Ohio state line. Call Oon 
Fielder, 475 695*  
They're coming to take you away 
anal INSANITY.  
Houseboy needed for ltw-(1. It In- 
terested   please   call   372 2160 
NOWIII  
This weekend. Bring Your "10" to 
meet Georoe Weber's "10". 
INSANITY Beer Blast. Friday the 
16th. NE Commons, all proceeds 
go to the Wallace Village tor 
Children, doors open at 8:30. Be 
There!   Experience   INSANITY 
Sigma Chi.  
Vocalist wanted tor working rock 
band. Call  John 352 3393 or joe 
372 3145.  
Position open for white water raf- 
ting trip May 31. $35.00 Call Pam 
2 4569.  
Beta wo Pictures are on display 
Wed. * Thurs. at Sl| Ep. Delta 
Gamma. Chi O. Fri. Sat. ft Sen., 
Phi Mu, Alpha Gam, Kappa Sll. 
CASH  paid  for  gold class rings. 
Call Steve at 372 1806  
RESUME TYPESETTING 
I or 1 pages SIS.8* 
includes 10 Iree copies JS21S18. 
MORE'S MAY MADNESS. FOOD. 
VEGAS  GAMES.  LIVE   ENTER 
TAINMENT. SUNDAY MAY 11th 2 
pml  pm.   ST    THOMAS   MORE 
UNIVERSITY PARISH 
Talk to the Animals & win a year 
long pass to the Toledo Zoo on 
WFAL. 680 AM The AM that isn't! 
As the candle went around, we all 
wondered where it was bound. We 
soon tound out it was for Sara ft 
Ben! Congratulations on your 
Alpha Chi Alpha Slg (Ohio Nor 
them) pinning! Love, The AX'S. _ 
DENISEMARCIS, Since this la the 
last of your annual celebrations 
live It up! Have a happy birthday 
?Jt  
GOO PHOO BOO 
GET CRAZY 
OOOPHQOBpQII  
Nancy, Margie ft Nikkl: To the 
greatest Hogamunga team ever! 
Thanks for the  1st place!  Your 
Gamma Phi SWire.  
Congratulations to the Delt Lll SI* 
pledges on their Hell night. Great 
lob girl*.  
The Gamma Phis come through 
again with the power it takes for a 
SPIRIT win In the Hogamunga ft 
Blfc* Race fun!  
Biking! Running! Swimming! 
BG's 1st Triathlon is coming May 
31st. Sign up Is In Rec Center office 
by May 23. __^_ 
CAROL JEAN, you'll drink JIM 
BEAM. Have a snow cone, which is 
plenty to help celebrate your twen 
tyl Linda, Nancy, All ft Loretta. 
Alpha Phis The Sig Eps have 
heard a rumor that the VERY 
BEST TEAS are with Alpha Phi's. 
Slg Eps can't wait we aim to 
please TONIGHT' 
Congrats to Lance Mitchell ft 
Margie Grim on their Kappa Sig 
Alpha XI Delta pinning. The 
Brothers.  
STILL HAVE A FEW POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE. NATIONAL COM- 
PANY LOOKING FOR A FEW 
HARD WORJCJEHS. 
POB SALB  
1973 Dodge window van S950 or 
best offer. Many extras. Call 
674 2664. , 
1974 Porsche 914. 2.0 liter. Excell 
cond. Many extra*. WOO. 352-4236. 
Advertise Your Unwanted Items 
For Free In The Flatlands Trader 
Newspaper. Pay A Commission 
Only If Your Item Sells. Call 
352153*)   75,900 Readers Weekly. 
FOR RENT 
1 F.   rmte    for  10*1   school   yr 
Cheap! Call 352-1297.  
M. Student seeking housing for 
8081 school yr. Close to campus. 
Call Eric colled (312) U6 3659 
Graduating soon? Leaving BG. 
need some cash? I'm looking for a 
good 10 speed bicycle 7326" frame 
at a reasonable price; preferably a 
Raleigh, Peugeot, Ross.Schwinn 
Call me at_352 1741 alter 9.30 pm. 
2 M. rmtes. needed for Summer 
Qtr. S295, all utll. pd Call 352 7823 
Big. sturdy, steamer trunk needed 
for   over seas  travel.   Any   Info. 
please call Tom, 2 6700.  
Need I rmte. tor 80 91 school year. 
S270  Qtr   plus INC.  Call  Eileen 
iS«i  
F. rmte needed for 8061 school 
year. Call 352 8326  
RESUME TYPESETTING 
1 or 2 pages sis.N 
Includes II free copies 152-1531. 
HELP WANTED 
Responsible help. All shifts  Apply 
between     2 4     Mon. Thurs. 
Ponderosa   Steak   House,    E. 
Woo»ter.  
Bicycle repairman. Must have ex 
perience.   Send qualifications  to: 
3520   Heatherdowns   Blvd.    14. 
Toledo. Oh. 43114.  
RESUME TYPESETTING 
l or 2 pages S15.00 
Includes 10 tree copies 352 353* 
WHY       SUFFER       THROUGH 
ANOTHER FRUSTRATING SUM 
MER7IF YOU WOULD LIKE AN 
OPPORTUNITY  TO  TRAVEL  ft 
MAKE S1000 THIS SUMMER. WE 
Sublet I bdrm unfurn. apt opposite 
K Mart. Quiet. June 16 Sept 16 
Call  Varsity  Square Apts   Mgr 
353 7715,  
Summer Apts. 2 bdrm. lurn J390. 2 
bdrm. unfurn S350 Rates tor en 
tire   summer.   641   Third   St    #4 
352 4380 after s pm.  
Furn. AC. modern apts. 124 Sixth 
St. 54O0 summer, all utll except 
elec.    includ.   Call   352 51*3   or 
352 49*6  
Sublet summer . Fully, furn effic 
Reasonable rent No lease Easy 
walking distance to dwntn ft Cam 
pus  Ph  before 1pm, 354 1514, of 
lice 372 2441.  
HUGEI I bdrm apt Sum only 
$150 mo. utll. not Includ  2 blks 
from campu» 357-3097.  
Subls. for summer. 2 bdrm $300 for 
summer. Qtr. Call 352 9120 
Apt. to sublet tor Sum.. $125 mo 
plus util    turn..  Univ.   Ln ,   close 
352 1462.  
Sublet for summer Option on lease 
for next year Walking distance to 
campus. $105 mo. Bob or   Marty 
352 0046 
House    134   Manville.   Females 
Starting June 15 Call 357 6553 
STUDENT APARTMENTS 
"> BLOCK OFF CAMPUS, FALL ft 
SUMMER    LEASES,    2    BDRM 
FURN. 352 4671  ASK FOR TOM 
Summer: 1 bdrm  apt., 1 people. I 
Mk. from campus, AC. all util pd , 
low rent 2 57*7. 
2 bdrm.  deluxe turn    apt.   avail 
May    IslSept     15th    352 1730   or 
352 5661 
Summer furn   upper duplex lor 3 
Fall Furn. lower duplex for 4. Ph 
152 0131  
831 7th St. furn 2 bdrm  apts  All 
util. furn. except elec. Silverwood 
Bidg.   Summer   or   Fall    Jonn 
Newlove Real Estate  352 6553 
APARTMENTS 
2 3 bdrm apts. for Summer ft Fall 
Located at 315 319 S   Main. Call 
Alberl Newlove 352 5163 
2 bdrm. unturn. 9 mo lease, $310 
mo 12 mo. lease, $260 mo Close to 
campus   Call 352 4380, alt" ■> pm 
Apts.. houses, ft rooms 
Near campus. Summer rentals on 
ly. Reasonable rates  352 7365 
I bdrm apt 1st ft Elm. turn. AC 
double bed $350 Summer 
152 2962, 
FALL 
APARTMENTS 
3 Bedrooms 
Call 
Albert Newlove 
352-5163 
SIDEWALK 
SALE 
Everything in Store 
20-50% OFF 
All Hummel Pro- 
ducts 20% OFF 
All Plates--R.C, 
B.G., Schmidts, 
Wedgewood-20% 
OFF 
All Jewelry-Opal, 
Jade, 
Diamond--20% 
OFF 
Turkish Jewelry 
50% OFF 
Parker Pens, best 
for graduation 
gifts, 20% OFF 
5 30 pr 
9pm 
Mon thurs.. Sol   9Xor 
Fri 9 30 O" 
IN CONCERT 
Right Oot of Zichariih's Rod-Eyo Salooo in Col.nb.s 
.■• list So.th.r. Rock EVEI TO REACH 0HI0III 
With Special Goost Stir TOM ligiM 
Monday, May 19 
at the 
Dixie Electric Co. 
ADMISSION ONLY $2.00 
DOORS OPEN AT 8:OQ 
WE'RE CONTINUING OUR SPECTACULAR 
OFF ttJIiH 
-N. MAIN ST/DOWNTOWN 
-E. WOOSTER/CAMPUS 
THURSDAY- thru Sat. 
On Any Regular Priced LP Or Prerecorded Tape   * 
7 * LPs Only $4 QQI   8 * LP s only$599!* 
TAKE $1 OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXa 
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sports 
Host Miami today 
BG: MAC's best or worst? 
Who deserves to win this season's 
Mid-American Conference baseball ti- 
tle more - Bowling Green or Miami? 
Both teams have a 10-4 conference 
slate entering today's 1 p.m. double- 
header at Warren E. Steller Field, but 
the Falcons deserve the crown about 
as much as the Toronto Blue Jays 
deserve the American League pen- 
nant. 
Central, at 9-5 in the conference, 
and Western, Toledo and Eastern, all 
with W ledgers, still have shots at the 
championship, too. 
Looking at statistics, the Redskins 
have a good claim to their second con- 
secutive conference title and NCAA 
playoff bid. 
BG is last in the conference in team 
batting with a .261 average while the 
Redskins have a .289 average. BG is 
tied for last in runs scored with 4.7 
while Miami has averaged 5.1 runs a 
game. BG is eighth in earned runs giv- 
ing up an average of 5.2 a game while 
the Redskins lead the league with a 
3.93 average. 
MIAMI, virtually out of the race 
after six conference games with a 2-4 
record, has rattled off eight straight 
wins including last weekend's 6-5, 4-1 
sweep of Western Michigan. BG has 
split its last four double-headers and 
split this season with such 
powerhouses as Ashland, Defiance, 
Otterbein, Ohio Northern and Cincin- 
nati. 
What gives the Falcons the right to 
challenge for the title this year? Cer- 
tainly not their 22-25 overall record, or 
their pitchers' ERA. Actually, the on- 
ly thing the Falcons have done this 
season worth any merit is not choke 
like last year's team did in the MAC - 
not yet anyway. 
Last season BG was picked by 
almost everyone as the favorite for 
the conference title because of a 
senior-dominated team. Too bad it 
took Toledo to spoil BG's chances for 
a title on the last weekend of the 
sideline 
Dave Lewandowski 
sports editor   
season. This season BG was tabbed 
for the cellar of the MAC because of a 
terrible spring trip, inadequate pit- 
ching and early season injuries. 
Surprisingly, BG hasn't lived up to 
the prediction. But the Falcons are 
3-11 in games that have been decided 
by one run. That's certainly not the 
sign of a championship team. 
BG'S CLIMB to the top of the con- 
ference also has been aided by the 
weakness of the MAC this season. For 
a conference that has gained respect 
over the years with strong teams, this 
season has been an exception. 
Eastern Michigan, one of the tradi- 
tionally stronger teams in the 
Midwest, has a 17-34 overall mark. 
Only Miami, 24-17, Central 
Michigan, 36-12, and Western 
Michigan, 31-18, have winning overall 
records in the 10-team conference. 
Senior righthander Sam Dittoe (7-1, 
3.81 ERA) is expected to start on the 
mound in the first game for the Red- 
skins, while sophomore Bill Long (5-4, 
2.44) is scheduled for the second con- 
test. 
If the Falcons and Redskins split, 
leaving them both at 11-5, BG still has 
to get by Ball State Saturday at 1 p.m. 
at Steller Field while Miami has a 
double-header against Toledo before 
any titles are claimed. 
If BG wins the MAC title it will be a 
plus for the Falcons, who have had 
mostly minuses this season. But a 
Falcon title would not give the MAC 
much good public relations in the 
NCAA tournament. Who wants a 
champion that has a losing overall 
record? 
Table tennis more than a game to Kiesenhofer 
by Tony Durham 
In the United States table tennis is 
considered a casual game. But in 
Austria, native home of University 
teaching assistant Tony 
Kiesenhofer, it is a sport second only 
to soccer in player participation and 
popularity. 
Kiesenhofer recently placed fifth 
in the men's singles competition of 
the ninth annual Intercollegiate 
Table Tennis Championships at the 
University of Minnesota- 
Minneapolis. 
To achieve that plateau, he first 
had to win college and regional com- 
petitions of the tournament, which 
started with a field of more than 
1,000 colleges and universities. 
"The competition was very close 
and there were seven players who I 
thought could have won," he said. 
"But it was the first time I had 
played in the United States nationals 
and I found it to be a good ex- 
perience." 
A TEACHING assistant in the 
German department, Kiesenhofer 
said he feels that he could have won 
if he had been able to train more. 
"Right now I'm really busy with 
school and not playing as much as I 
would like," he said. "It's not fair to 
my competitors to say I should have 
won. They were just a little better 
than me this time." 
Currently, he plays about once a 
week "just to stay in touch." 
"I have a Japanese friend, Shiro 
Konno, who I practice with here at 
school," Kiesenhofer said. "He is a 
very good player and it's no coin- 
cidence that the Japanese have had 
the world champion the last four 
years in a row." 
Table tennis is a regular part of 
the Japanese high school cur- 
riculum, according to Kiesenhofer. 
Kiesenhofer said that table tennis 
competition in this country is not as 
serious as it is in other parts of the 
world, including Austria. 
"In my hometown, Salzburg, and 
even in the smaller towns, there are 
10 or more table tennis teams com- 
peting at least once a week," he said. 
AS AN example of this dedication 
to the sport, he said that Austrian 
players are unofficially divided into 
professional and amateur 
categories. 
"The difference is a pro works half 
a day and gets paid to play table ten- 
nis the other half. An amateur must 
find a way to play on his own time," 
Kiesenhofer said. 
He claimed that he could be an 
Austrian professional, if allowed 
more time to train. 
"I have beaten several of the 
Austrian pros, but right now I lack 
the consistency needed," 
Kiesenhofer said. 
In order to gain the consistency, 
Kiesenhofer said he plans to play for 
the second division club in Inn- 
sbruck, Austria, next year while 
teaching and coaching there. 
"THE SECOND division is not 
quite the elite competition, but it is 
still good enough to play nation- 
wide," he explained, adding that 
below this level there is only local 
competition. 
In addition to being able to coach, 
another advantage available to 
Kiesenhofer is exclusion from the 
regular rigors of military training. 
"In Austria, all the men have to 
serve nine months in the army," 
Kiesenhofer said. "Usually this con- 
sists of basic combat training, but I 
am eligible to attend one of the 
special sports schools operated by 
the military." 
Kiesenhofer also said that his 
sport has not been used in a political 
fashion in Austria, as it was here 
when the United States sent its na- 
tional team to China. 
"THE ONLY reason the U.S. table 
tennis team went there is because 
table tennis is China's national sport. 
It was a diplomatic move in order to 
try and gain friendship with the 
Chinese," he said, adding that if 
China had a different sport, another 
team would have been sent. 
stafl photo by Tim Westhoven 
Tony Kiesenhofer 
Kiesenhofer said that his training 
routine includes jogging once or 
twice a day and lifting weights. 
"Most people think you gain con- 
trol by strength of the wrist and up- 
per arm" he said. "However, this is 
not true. Lifting heavy weights and 
building bulky muscle only slow 
down quickness." 
Kiesenhofer stressed coordination 
of the entire body and lots of practice 
in order to learn those "automatic 
strokes" that are an integral part of 
the game. 
A member of the University table 
tennis club, Kiesenhofer said that 
the club doesn't really play that 
much except in the big tournaments, 
like the one to be held at the Student 
Recreation center tomorrow. 
The tournament, which is open to 
the public, will hopefully attract 
teams and individuals from as many 
as five surrounding states, and is 
hosted by the BGSU table tennis club 
and the rec center. 
Triple threat: 
Record-setting Eaton leads host Falcon tracksters in lAlmeet 
by Christopher Shark 
stafl reporter 
When Bowling Green's women's 
track and field team hosts the In- 
terstate Athletic Invitational tomor- 
row at Robert H. Whittaker Track, it 
THURSDAY NIGH I IS 
SIDOfNI   NIGHT!! 
All MUDINiS 
WITH ID'S 
---     JT»»IVHT ^V 
will do so with great expectations. 
When the outdoor season began last 
month, BG coach Pat Brett pointed to 
this weekend as a peaking point for 
her tracksters. 
' 'That will be the telling point as for 
where we stand with the schools our 
size," Brett said then. 
Since that time though, injuries and 
inconsistency have plagued BG. 
Becky Dodson, holder of four school 
records in the middle distances, was 
bothered by an arch support problem 
and missed the entire season. Jane 
Guilford, record holder in the 100 and 
200-meter dashes, was hampered by a 
knee injury and sat out the month of 
April. 
BUT EVEN with the injuries, the 
Falcons are far from an also-ran, and 
Brett predicts a finish near the top of 
the IAI's 10-team field. 
"I think we should be in the top 
three," Brett said. "I look for Western 
Michigan, Indiana State, Central 
(Michigan), ourselves and possibly 
Eastern (Michigan). 
"They (Eastern) don't have a whole 
lot of depth, but in a meet like this 
where you have a lot of teams com- 
peting, they could place a few in- 
dividuals fairly high and sneak in 
there." 
One individual who will aid the 
Falcons in living up to Brett's predic- 
tions is Stephanie Eaton, a half-miler 
with a reputation as a die-hard com- 
petitor. 
BRETT LABELS Eaton as "one of 
the hardest workers I've ever coach- 
ed," and it shows in the Swanton 
BUY YOUR TICKET NOW 
FOR THE 
1st ANNUAL KAPPA SIGMA 
SHOPPING SPREE 
Proceeds go to American Cancer Society 
3 MINI. SPREE AT FOODTOWN 
WIN $500 OF FREE FOOD 
Drawing May 17 
freshman's consistent finishes all 
season. 
In the last five meets, Eaton has 
recorded three first and two third- 
place finishes and has twice broken 
the record in the 1,500-meter run. 
Tomorrow, Eaton will be entered in 
the 800 and both the one and two-mile 
relays. Recently, she has divided her 
time between the 800 and 1,500, but she 
said she has spent the last week 
preparing only for the 800 and looks 
forward to the race. 
"I want to run around 2:10, so I 
should run around :65 or under (for 
the first 400 meters), but I never do," 
Eaton said. "I run with the competi- 
tion. And if they go out, I'll go out; if 
they won't go out, I won't go out 
either." 
EATON SAID the competition will 
make her run, possibly in record time. 
"There's a good girl from Indiana 
State who'll be there," she said. "She 
goes out really fast, like in :63 or :64; 
so I'll have to go out with her. She'll 
force me to this time. 
"She was second up there (last 
Saturday's Midwest Association of In- 
tercollegiate Athletics for Women 
meet at East Lansing, Mich.), but she 
only ran a 2:13.6.1 haven't really con- 
centrated on the 800 meters. I'm sure 
I'm under that now. 
"The only time I really got to con- 
centrate on the 800 and really run it 
was at Ohio State (the All-Ohio Meet, 
where she clocked a 2:14.3 and came 
within .1 of setting a school record)." 
Last weekend, Eaton broke a record 
she set only the previous week in the 
1,500. Her 4:36.3 trimmed more than 
five seconds off her one-week old stan- 
dard and placed third in the MAIAW 
meet. 
Eaton credited her recent attack on 
the record book to good competition 
and tiring workouts. She also admit- 
ted that she prefers running the 1,500 
to the 800. 
"In the mile, there's more time to 
think and plan, it's more strategy," 
she said. "In the half-mile, I kind of 
panic because it goes too fast." 
Eaton said the longer race makes 
her finishing kick more valuable. 
"In the 1,500, if everyone went out 
slow, then I could kick in the end, 
because I can kick better than most 
1,500 people. But in the half mile, it 
doesn't work. Half milers are general- 
ly stronger than me, so I have to get 
away from them and hold on to the 
lead," she said. 
Eaton, who says she spends time 
away from the track writing and runn- 
(CLA*2J^L)        ********************************** 
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SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
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Tom Conrad Greg Home 
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We sell enough pizza 
in one month to 
feed the entire .-^ 
FREE  DELIVERY   352-5166 
ing, is a two-time state high school 
champion in the half mile. 
Looking back at her first year at 
BG, Eaton said she was satisfied with 
her performances, but admitted it 
took some time to get accustomed to 
the stiffer competition. 
"In track, I think I expected right 
away to be right there," Eaton said, 
"and it doesn't work that way. For a 
while I thought I'd never be able to 
compete at this level. 
"I'M COMPETING more against 
myself now. Once I got a chance to 
think about it, I liked the competition 
a lot more." 
Along with Eaton, Brett said she ex- 
pects her runners to place well up in 
the finals of the 100 and 400 hurdles. 
That crew consists of Jenny Thornton, 
Joy Clawson, Deb Romsek and Dawn 
Noel. 
"Our hurdlers will all be strong in 
the 400 and the 100," Brett said. 
"There will be tough competition, but 
I expect them to be definitely in the 
top three or four. 
"I expect to place our three high 
jumpers (Heidi Asmus, Becci Rocco 
and Theresa Cianciolo) in the top four. 
If Sue Klembarsky (discus) and Liz 
Sheets (Javelin) throw well, they will 
be at the top." 
TEE-QFF 
hours: 
Weekdays: 
6-midnight 
Weekends: 
noon-midnight) 
Located it Vflrny 
1033 S. Main 
PUTT-PUTT 
GOLF COURSES/^ 
Urn 
across    from      352-5427 
McDonalds 
The actives had a great time in Chicago J 
20,% OFF 
RESUME PORTRAITS 
(40% off, if taken at same time 
as senior portrait.) 
eWalston-J Thotography 
call for appointment   352-1006 
FALCON HOUSE 
Shirts and Jeans 
GOOD TIMES WEEKEND  BARGAIN DAYS 
Thur. - Sat. 
Jeans Rag $18 • $2   NOW $10(12 
Cut oils Rag $10.50 NOW $8 
Short sal Rag. $12 NOW $8 
Shirts Rag $3.50 - $14 NOW $2.50 - $9 
And Much More for Guys & Gals 
904 E. Wooster Next to TOfc 
